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 2020 Backflow Tester Refresher Quiz 

Name 
OC Tester # 
Contact phone # 

Instructions: To earn (3) three hours of credit for the 2020 Online Backflow Tester Refresher, please 
complete the following TRUE/FALSE questions and press Submit at the bottom of the page. You must 
obtain at least 70% or higher to pass. The quiz is open book and presentation, but please complete it 
yourself.  

Question TRUE FALSE 
1. In Orange County, a certified tester is required to submit the test report form

to OCHCA within 15 working days after testing the backflow device, no matter
what the result.

2. When testing a double check detector assembly (DCDA), one test report form
may be submitted.

3. A certified tester may be prosecuted for knowingly filing a false test report.

4. The OCHCA backflow tester practical exam will include (6) six optional verbal
trouble shooting questions.

5. Appointments are not necessary to take the OCHCA backflow tester practical
exam.

6. As a certified tester, you must ensure that your phone number and signature
are written on the test report form.

7. OCHCA must notify a tester if they are back testing a device in the field.

8. Gauge elevation can be an issue when testing the RP.

9. Test reports must be named “OC tester # - address of the device” (example:
1234- Anywhere Ave) when submitted into OCHCA.

10. A backflow tester is not required to be certified with OCHCA to test backflow
devices in Orange County if they have a certification with AWWA or a
neighboring county.

Email completed quiz to OCBackFlowTests@OCHCA.com 
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